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Abstract
Parliaments will eventually not evade the digital evolution of every institution to become data-driven
organisations. This development constitutes an extraordinary opportunity for the strengthening of
legislatures that needs to be embraced rather than a formidable phenomenon that should be delayed by
any means. Emerging technologies, the lack of digital strategy, and change management processes
put, among other things, parliaments in front of severe obstacles to cope with the issue of its digital
transformation. Under certain conditions, crowdsourcing, in other words, the power of the people, can
be appropriately channelled and exploited to support representative institutions and their societal
stakeholders in managing their change processes. Based on survey findings and structured interviews,
this study investigates the case of the Hellenic OCR Team, an innovative crowdsourcing initiative for
the processing and analysis of parliamentary data.
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1. Introduction and motives
The rise of the digital society has placed parliaments, as representative institutions, in front of new
challenges, some of which could be notoriously hard to tackle (Giddings, 2005; Dai and Norton,
2007; Fallon et al., 2011). Addressing those issues could be a new field of labour for active citizens.
Ci i ens engagemen is no mean o al er he represen a ional charac er of legisla res. Still, it offers
unprecedented ways to support and strengthen the evolution of parliamentary functions and
procedures, for instance, digitalisation techniques, creation of Big Open Legal Data, the appliance of
artificial intelligence tools and services, data-driven decision-making, and other more or less
pressuring issues around the digital parliament (Sartor et al., 2011; Fitsilis and Costa, in press).
Regardless of the level of digitisation in parliament, such issues must be tackled and possibly
regulated early on. Unfortunately, this is easier said than done. Among others, this can be traced back
to the lack of sufficient parliamentary resources to tackle all these issues simultaneously. Surely,
inter-parliamentary cooperation and exchange, such as in the framework of the Inter-Parliamentary
Union s (IPU) Cen re for Inno a ion in Parliaments, may contribute to a certain extent. Still, the sheer
complexity of digital technology and the huge number of potential approaches calls for
groundbreaking solutions, at least within parliamentary ecosystems: the power of the people.
Harvesting it through sophisticated crowdsourcing methods has proved to be able to frame and
analyse many of the above parliament-related challenges.
For the first time, crowdsourcing has been demonstrated in parliamentary matters in the case of the
Hellenic Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Team, also referred o as he Team , a global
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scientific initiative currently spanning 14 countries and four continents. The choice of the prefix
Hellenic in a global ini ia i e s name is b no means an o moron. It refers to the antiindividualistic ideology of Hellenistic culture in direct analogy to modern crowdsourcing principles
(Martin, 1994). Established in 2017 and equipped with unique characteristics, its decentralised
character empowered an interdisciplinary team of professionals and organisations that jointly
contribute to the greater goal of strengthening the parliamentary institution. A more detailed
presentation of the Teams structure, motives and operational patterns is given by Fitsilis and Mikros
(2021). Figure 1 shows its basic team structure and operation.

Figure 1. Hellenic OCR Team structure.
It is managed by a three-member management board that coordinates the actions of almost 60
members (experts) and institutional entities (private companies, research groups and organisations,
projects, and non-governmental entities).1 The experts used to be organised in dedicated research
groups such as the OCR, the analytics and the software development group. Recently the team
transformed into an expert network with a less rigid organisational structure.2 Despite this substantial
change, the research objectives were not conceptually re-arranged and followed he original Team s
scope that consisted of:
Holistic study of parliamentary corpora;
Design and implementation of digital platforms;
Ci i en s engagemen i h represen a i e ins i ions;
Challenges and application of emerging technologies.
The added value of the Team, though difficult to assess in relevant terms since points of reference
with other initiatives cannot be immediately determined and comparative investigations are underway,
can be approximated by assessing its impact on three distinct levels: scientific, technological, and
societal.
Scien ificall , in he pas ears, he Team s members par icipated in several research workshops and
academic events while also frequently publishing their results in scientific journals and conference
proceedings (see, indicatively, Fitsilis et al., 2022; Leventis et al., 2021; Koryzis et al., 2021). On the
technology side, apart from utilising existing solutions and assessing the feasibility and applicability
of ne echnologies in he parliamen ar
orkspace, for hich he erm ParlTech has been coined,
1
2

As of July 2022.
This transition is discussed in Section 3 in more detail.
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the Team opted to structure its own base of digital solutions while making them available to the wider
parliamentary community for experimentation and further development.3 F r hermore, he members
civic activity can be characterised as a type of public engagement in the form of an expert network,
with parallels to other engagement networks such as the International Parliament Engagement
Network (IPEN), to which close links are maintained.4
Using an internal survey and structured interviews, this contribution will attempt a dissection of the
Team s organisa ion and operational methods. Moreover, its members' deeper goals and motivation
will be revealed. This investigation will also highlight any similarities or differences with other
crowdsourcing platforms and several good (and perhaps bad) practices for parliament and its
administration. Ultimately, cooperation with other networks will be studied and potential synergies
discussed.
The next section provides a literature overview of crowdsourcing initiatives from several scientific
fields (Section 2). Differences with the Hellenic OCR Team are indicated and possible research gaps
are mentioned. The methodology of the study is then presented and its limitations are indicated.
Section 3 analyses the empirical evidence and discusses the main findings. It is followed by the
concl sions and an a emp o predic he Team s f re s eps (Sec ion 4).

2. Theory, gaps, and method
T o main areas can be considered for he heore ical framing of he opic aro nd he Team s
opera ion: ci i en s engagemen and par icipa ion pa erns and crowdsourcing methods. The former
was shaped by the work of Leston-Bandeira (2012; 2016; 2019). However, the role of a particular
ini ia i e i hin his frame ork is ideall o be considered agains o her ci i ens ini ia i es from a
comparative perspective. This contribution centres on the parameters of harvesting of distributed
effort: crowdsourcing. There is no scarcity in literature resources regarding crowdsourcing and its
application has been assessed through numerous use cases from several sectors.
Some important yet indicative examples include the report on a system that utilises crowdsourcing to
wipe out the errors of multi-version data. Among other features, this system employs a module to
de ermine he h man orkers i h he highes confidence margins (Tong et al., 2014). Sun et al.
(2014) describe the use of crowdsourcing to help evaluate the results of product classification. They
argue that in large-scale classification problems, crowdsourcing needs to be applied combined with
other tools and approaches such as machine learning and the setting of classification rules. Another
framework by Lin and Davies (2010) utilises crowdsourcing to improve the social classification
structure (folksonomy) through ontology building.
The power of the crowd has also been applied to attempt an increase in the democratic legitimacy of
representation systems (Prpi e al., 2015). Finland, for instance, provides a method for the legislative
crowdsourcing through the provision of online deliberation tools (Christensen et al., 2015).
Landemore (2015) investigated the results of crowdsourcing in constitution-making for the Icelandic
3
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use case, where a quasi-represen a i e sample of 100 people ( cro d ) as cons l ed a he beginning
of the process. Furthermore, Orozco (2016) sees the rise of crowdsourcing as part of the wider DIY
culture and studies legal crowdsourcing ( la so rcing ) ha req es s people s s ppor o achie e a
legal objec i e . In addi ion, Oron o poin s to the growing market volume for such crowdsourced
services.
However, the above studies rarely refer to the parameters related to the qualities and characteristics of
human workers. For instance, the effects of paid crowdsourcing and the variations in effort and
orker q alifica ions o assess a search engine s effec i eness ere in es iga ed b Ka ai (2011).
They concluded that increasing pay, reducing effort, and introducing qualification requirements can
all help in reducing spam behaviour among workers. They also indicated that due to the interplay of
the parameters and their influence on each other, on the task design, and on the output, each such
decision needs to be balanced overall, e.g., increased pay may call for additional quality control
elements (Kazai, 2011, p. 175). Moreo er, ibej e al. (2015) assessed he cro dso rcing po en ial in
lexicography in dictionary creation at an early stage. They make particular references to crowd
motivation, microtask design, and quality control as crucial elements of successful implementation,
which are exactly the ones the Hellenic OCR Team pays particular attention to.
Apparently, the Hellenic OCR Team is not the first case crowdsourcing has been used to build and
annotate large corpora (see, e.g., Wang et al., 2013). However, there is not another similar example to
be found for a crowdsourcing effort that is operating globally and permanently using voluntary effort
while applying a training scheme. On the contrary, crowdsourcing is usually monothematic and is
conducted on a one-off basis, generally paying less attention to the qualities of the human capital.
The study behind this contribution attempts to tackle two main research questions:
1. What are the profiles and motives of the people engaged in scientific crowdsourcing projects
like the Hellenic OCR Team?
2. What are the optimal structure and operational methodology for a crowdsourcing network like
the Hellenic OCR Team?
In other words, this contribution investigates both the people, i.e., he cro d , crowdsourcing
ini ia i es are rel ing on as ell as he ini ia i es organisa ional aspec s. A combination of
qualitative and quantitative methods were used to answer these questions. Empirical evidence resulted
from a survey directed to Team members (N=50). Institutional members were not included in this
research. Conseq en l , he repor ed res l s can be sed o dra safe concl sions abo he Team s
behaviour and extrapolate future trends. The survey consists of 11 questions that were sent to
members per email. The full questionnaire can be found in the Appendix. The results were collected
from February 2021 until June 2022.
A previous attempt to look in o he Team s an hropogeograph and backgro nd as presen ed b
Fi silis and Mikros (2021) for a member pop la ion of N=39 b anal sing he ini ia i e s de elopmen
over time, the geographic and gender distribution, the academic and the sectoral background of the
members. The current investigation deepens this analysis for an expanded members base while also
discussing additional research-specific parameters. Responses were treated confidentially and are
GDPR compliant.5
5
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3. Survey results and analysis
3.1. Basic demographics
Empirical e idence for he Hellenic OCR Team s opera ion and research ac i i ies ere re rie ed
from he anal sis of he aforemen ioned s r e q es ions. The firs q es ion cap res he member s
name. In case of follow-up discussions for further specification or for proving additional input, it was
necessary to link comments and results with the members.

Figure 2. Hellenic OCR Team gender distribution.
Since the Team's establishment in 2017, gender distribution has been observed to be fairly even
within the Team. Currently, it is slightly in favour of male members, who comprise 60% of the
population, i.e., 30 in raw frequency (Figure 2). Non-binary responses were not recorded. This shift in
recent years can be mainly attributed to the increase in memberships from technical disciplines such
as engineering (incl ding sof are engineering and da a science) ha s ems from he Team s s ra egic
option to strengthen its technical background and, in particular, the software development group.6
#

Country

1

Greece

2

Members

% (N=50)

#

Country

31

62%

8

Serbia

1

2%

Italy

4

8%

9

Argentina

1

2%

3

United Kingdom

2

4%

10

Belgium

1

2%

4

Germany

2

4%

11

Brazil

1

2%

5

Qatar

2

4%

12

Canada

1

2%

6

Luxembourg

1

2%

13

Cyprus

1

2%

7

Netherlands

1

2%

14

Finland

1

2%

50

100%

Totals

Members

% (N=50)

Table 1. Country of residence.
Table 1 shows aggregated information that represents the country of residence at the moment of the
completion of the survey and is not automatically updated. In the context of a high-mobility
6
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environment, such as in the case of Europe, i is realis ic o e pec changes in he members residence
ha canno be cap red here. None heless, o he bes of he a hors kno ledge, s ch changes ere
limited and did not alter this metric's basic outcomes. There is no surprise that more than 6 out of 10
reside in Greece, or Hellas, gi ing f ll credi s o he Team s name, he Hellenic OCR Team. A he
same time, it is also extraordinary that almost 4 out of 10 reside outside the birthplace of the initiative.
This highlights he Team s decen ralised organisa ional scheme ha eq all handles and engages all
members in its scientific actions and projects. It also underlines the highly international scope of the
Hellenic OCR Team research. Most of the members reside in the EU (84% or 42 members). When
including the UK and Serbia, the numbers climb to 90% and 45 members, respectively. The
remaining 10% is distributed in three additional continents: Asia (Qatar), North America (Canada),
and South America (Argentina and Brazil) increasing their overall number to four continents.

Figure 3. Scientific background (in percentage; N=65).
To determine their scientific background, members were able to provide more than one response. The
results are depicted in Figure 3. Overall, N=65 selections were provided by the 50 members. Some of
these were manually merged into wider disciplines. For instance, Italian philology was added to the
philology/linguistics domain, and social/health policy, psychology, and methodology were merged
with political science to form a new sub-group for political and social sciences. Additionally, machine
learning, computational linguistics, and data science were linked to engineering and information
science. What stands out is that the most represented disciplines that account for almost 82% of the
selections are: a) engineering and information science (29.2% or 19 selections), b) political and social
sciences (26.1% or 17 selections), and c) philology and linguistics (26.1% or 17 selections). This
almost even distribution of major scientific fields proves that the Hellenic OCR Team is not a narrow,
one-sided group of experts but, on the contrary, a diverse initiative that is able to cover several
research aspects of parliamentary studies. Furthermore, the Team is composed of legal, economics,
and medical experts.
.
As already mentioned, in recent years, there has been a clear shift to be observed toward the more
technical faculties. When the initiative started, the legal and philology faculties were overrepresented
within the Team, which was necessary due to the necessity to process, validate and study the
genera ed parliamen ar corpora. Wi h he Team s e pansion and he increase in he ol me of
available corpora, additional disciplines became necessary to analyse the political, financial, and
technical parameters of parliamentary discourse and workspace. Lately, within the past couple of
6
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years, a sharp increase in the members of engineering and informatics faculties has been visible. This
can be a rib ed, for once, o he Team s foc s (and he rela ed p blic e pos re) on the development
of digi al pla forms and ser ices. The increase also ma ches he ne ork s research priori ies, in
particular in regards to emerging technologies and digital platforms for parliament, and constitutes a
trend that is expected to continue in the next few years.

Figure 4. Working sector.
Figure 4 visualises the working sector's experts originate from. When studying the working sector
members originate from, one finds that 50% (25 members) work in the private sector. This is
astonishing when thinking that the initiative is dealing with a public institution per se and that this is a
volunteering activity. The understanding of the motivational patterns is highly interesting as it could
be sed o s reng hen he Team s norma i e and opera ional frame ork, h s a rac ing more members
with similar moral and guiding principles. An additional 32% (16 members) originate from the
academic sector, including students of all grades (graduates, post-graduates, Ph.D. students).
Moreover, 14% (7 members) come from the public sector, and 4% (2 members) work in international
organisations and non-governmental institutions. As outlined in Fitsilis and Mikros (2021, p. 5), the
Hellenic OCR Team needed to rely on the technical expertise of the private sector to develop open
source digital solutions for parliament as well as on the scientific/research skills of academia to study
and analyse the transformed parliamentary data. On the supply side, i.e., Hellenic OCR Team
members, pro ide se eral reasons for joining he eam (see also q es ion 7 belo Wh did o join
he Hellenic OCR Team? )
3.2. Involvement metrics
One must keep in mind that this is a volunteering crowdsourcing initiative. There are no wages nor
fees paid to the experts, though there are several incentives that the Hellenic OCR Team provides to
its members. Figure 5 shows the weekly time experts are ready to invest or are already investing in the
Team s ac i i ies. According to the Figure, the large majority, i.e., 41 out of 50 members (82%),
invest an average of up to 4 hours weekly which is fairly low time investment compared to other
international crowdsourcing initiatives, e.g., an a erage orker in Ama on s Mechanical Turk spends
double time reaching 8 hours per week (Felstiner 2011, p. 167). The number of time invested
naturally decreases with higher involvement. Ultimately, only 3 members invest more than 8 hours a
week into the initiative. These can be pinpointed as the 3 members of the management board.
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Figure 5. Time investment.
Certainly, the cumulative effort that experts put into the Team is difficult to be estimated, nor is it
evenly distributed over time. On the occasion of scientific projects, for instance, involvement may
peak, followed by large inactivity periods. Vice versa, there are activities such as OCR and validation
of large corpora that demand a more constant effort. The minimum effort that is asked from members
is o follo he Team s anno ncements and the ongoing scientific debates that are happening within
he ini ia i e. When members co n as lo , his happened ia email comm nica ion ha q ickl
became impractical as the numbers of members and projects rose. Therefore, communication migrated
to an online digital platform (Slack) offering, among others, workflow management, instant
messaging, and data exchange.
These results should be read in conjunction with the results on the reasons for joining the Team
(Question 7). The option that gathered the mos responses as beca se of he in eres ing research
opics (39 o of 50 or 78%). This p re scien ific c riosi is e ac l
h he Hellenic OCR Team
was built in the first place and, certainly, belongs to the drivers of innovation and progress. This
op ion is closel follo ed b he one o join a scien ific comm ni (72%, 36 from 50), hich can
be dis an l associa ed i h he need o belong and in erac i h peers i hin social gro ps (see, for
instance, Baumeister and Leary, 1995). The co-founders identified this untapped potential early on
and, based upon it, he Team s main e pansion s ra eg . These o high-ranking selections are
follo ed b more selfish op ions i h a high frequency of occurrence. These are the gain of
technical know-how (50%, 25 of 50) and the strengthening of scientific background (52%, 26 of 50),
followed by the added value to the CV (40%, 20 of 50). These choices can be justified by the fact that
several members are students or young professionals in the early stages of their careers wishing to
acquire new skills and knowledge to improve their employment or promotion chances.
The frequent option of networking (50%, 25 of 50) deserves a special mention in a globalised working
environment. The power and prospects of networking for personal and professional development are
widely acknowledged (see, for instance, Jacobs et al., 2019). Additionally, such high favourability of
networking was expected since the Team advocated early on its strategy to gradually transform (from
January 2022) into an expert network with a global presence (on this, see the discussion for Question
9B on he Team s ransforma ion in o an e per ne ork).
The Hellenic OCR Team ac i el responded o hose req es s . Firs , i did so b s rengthening the
capacity of its members through training. In the case of OCR and text validation, a standardised twoday training course has been developed and absorbed by 16 of 50 members (32%), even by a few that
eventually decided not to join the initiative. Moreover, networking provenly paid off for a couple of
s den members direc l finding emplo men in he Team s ins i ional members and in se eral
8
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cases of graduate students that received recommendations and, eventually, joined postgraduate
university courses across Europe.
Other minor options are also related to more noble goals, including: Help dissipa e scien ific
kno ledge o democra ic ins i ions and o promo e be er parliamen s and democracies
orld ide . Cro dso rcing ini ia i es s ch as the one discussed here are driven by a sincere will of
the members engaged in working for a higher purpose and contributing to common good objectives
(Proulx et al., 2011).
3.3. Motivation and objectives
To find more abo
he Team s d namics, i is significant to study the specific motives of the
members. For this, their activity and research plans have been studied (Question 8A). The responses
collec ed co ld be percei ed as par iall o erlapping. Lea ing aside OCR of parliamen ar e s
(26% or 13 responses) and da a and e anal ics (40% or 20 responses) ha cons i e he Team s
baseline activity, the top-ra ed responses are o
ork on a paper (54% or 27 responses),
par icipa ion in s b-gro p ac i i ies (50% or 25 responses), and par icipa ion in a research projec
(52% or 26 responses). Their similar frequency cannot be a coincidence since these options correlate:
research projects within the team are conducted within dedicated sub-groups and almost always lead
to scientific publications and/or conference presentations (see, indicatively, Koryzis et al., 2021;
Leventis et al., 2021; Fitsilis et al., 2022).
In one of the explanatory responses (see Question 9B), a member underlined the above with particular
clarity:
Ha ing orked e ensively in OCR text analysis and text analytics, I think it would be a great
opportunity to be able to work on a very specific topic (with a group of people) and to publish the
res l s of o r respec i e research and be presen ed b o rsel es a a conference

Additionally, single responses tackle specific operational issues such as digi al iden ifica ion or web
de elopmen , and research ac i i ies: da a is alisa ion and ebscraping scrip .
The members were given the opportunity to further specify their responses to their activity plans
(Question 8B). Of 50 members, 29 provided their comments that were related to several aspects of the
Team s ac i i . These are mos l linked o heir ongoing (b he ime of comple ing he s r e )
activities on parliamentary digitalisation processes via OCR, corpus analysis, and state-of-the-art
topics such as rule-as-code, recommender systems, and cyber security. However, there are also
responses referring to desired and future activities that offer significant insights in o he gro p s
dynamics and need to be taken into account during planning.
According to members, work on parliamentary diplomacy needs to be further reinforced. A sub-group
on parliamentary diplomacy currently counting four members was already established in 2019.
Original ork on he Hellenic Parliamen s se of digi al media and a s d of i s response o he
2019 Turkey-Libya Memorandum of Understanding on maritime boundaries in the Mediterranean Sea
resulted in a working paper (Fitsilis and Stavridis, 2021). Others wish to engage in novel research
directions and/or topics such as psychology research and the use of terms of socio-political interest by
political parties in Greece. In particular, one member mentioned:
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I o ld find [i ] sef l and beneficial to contribute with further analysis upon the socio-economic
approach based on the socio-linguistic analysis results from the text, as well as to broaden my
research scope in regards to the parliamentary dialogue and the structural base of such political
me hods in a democra ic s a e .

Both directions are screened for their originality and feasibility. They can be materialised through the
building of ad-hoc research groups, provided there is a threshold of interest among members. On the
one hand, psychology research has been considered early on as a possibility to investigate niche
domains of representation and parliamentarism, such as the issue of democratic processes in confined
environments (see, for instance, the surrounding discussion by Stone, 1993, and Carr re e al., 1991).
On the other hand, linguistics research, be it traditional or computational, constitutes one of the main
Team s e per ise. The se of lang age in parliamen ar corpora has he po en ial o pro ide
substantial added value in the understanding of political discourse and to highlight the links of
parliamentary caucuses with specific societal spaces. The availability of unified and verified corpora
allows for interlinking several formerly distant areas of research, e.g., history, political science,
social psychology, and others, thus opening new horizons in the understanding of parliamentary
information and discourse. Various research questions can be formulated about the corpus, including
how critical foreign affairs issues are formulated and what concepts are most relevant. Moreover, how
specific critical socio-political issues like the refugee crisis are being framed in the broader public
debate and its social consequences. The application of advanced text mining methods like sentiment
analysis and network analysis can also help answer complex questions linking specific politicians,
poli ical par ies affilia ions, and heir position on current critical legislature issues. This kind of
layered approach can uncover deeply rooted links between individual actions, ideologies, and social
interaction, offering plausible interpretative models of political action and public engagement.
Yet, one needs to keep in mind that several members might not possess the necessary expertise nor
the capacity to perform the required tasks, as put forth in one of the responses:
I o ld er m ch like o par icipa e in some hing more. Ho e er, beca se I do no ha e he
scientific training required by the research work of the team, I could, perhaps, help with some training
or g idance .

Training does belong o he Team s essen ial fea res b in a structured form, it is mainly offered to
the members of the OCR group, for which a particular training methodology has been developed. So
far, capacity building on other occasions has been conducted using a training-on-the-job approach. In
he ligh of he Team s ransforma ion in o an e per ne ork, he raining of ne members and he
re-training of existing ones remains a challenge. Preparing a Training Needs Analysis (TNA) and a
limited series of online training modules7 are considered possible approaches to fill the gap. These can
either be prepared in-house or with the help of the academic institutions some members are working
for.
From he remaining opinions, he call for addi ional research on he Parliamen of he F re s ands
out. Parliamentary evolution and the future workspace of parliaments have been already objects of
study (Williamson and Fallon, 2011; Weber et al., 2019). Such studies mainly deal with the potential
use of digital tools or elaborated/new institutional processes to tackle societal and administrative
7
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initially monthly physical meetings have been limited to twice a year.
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complexity. Still, the Parliament of the Future is a rather fuzzy than well-defined concept, to which
the Hellenic OCR Team attempts to bring some clarity. There is no scarcity of resources due to the
planned idening of he Team s digi al scope. Accordingl , members ish o par icipa e in a
[ ]echnical eam ork on a de [elopmen ] or research projec , especiall an open so rce one and
...some de [elopmen ] / programming ac i i depending on ha needs come p. In eres ingl ,
more experts offer indications about the technologies they want to get involved with. For example,
he are in eres ed in de eloping ad anced is ali a ion me hods and applica ions
[and] o ld
like o be engaged in
c ber sec ri ac i i ies, he in end o cond c research or ri e a paper on
cer ain fields of in eres like AI, Machine Learning and Da a Science, and they wish to promote their
[a]cademic de elopmen on he digi al ransforma ion in he legisla i e
.8 Those experts were
linked to the relevant working groups or ad-hoc projects to take advantage of their drive and
motivation and create win-win situations for the Team.
3.4. The future of the initiative
The Hellenic OCR Team is an already 5-year-old initiative in its prime, but, nonetheless, it can
improve in many ways, and the members provided several possible options (Question 9A). Almost
three-fourths of the members think the initiative should become publicly more visible (74% or 37
from 50). The Team already operates a website and has a social media presence in terms of a
company profile on LinkedIn. Moreover, it engages a digital identity expert with professional
experience designing logos, banners, videos, and other promotional features.9 A widening of public
exposure that could be possible through further engagement in other social media networks has been
considered but rejected due to its time-consuming nature. However, the optimal marketing and
communication mix for the Team to approach significant target audiences is still to be determined.
Currently, there are preliminary discussions with member companies to prepare a special study.
The expansion of the member base is not unrelated to public visibility. While roughly one-third (32%
or 16 from 50) wishes to see more members, their management is also linked with additional
adminis ra i e o erhead. Since he Team s foundation in 2017, admissions have followed a linear
trend. Exceeding the 50 members' mark is a point where the day-to-day Team management becomes
difficult to handle. Therefore, though administrative efficiency has grown with the introduction of
digital platforms and tools, the decision was taken to change the organisational model into an open
and independent expert network.10 This as a landmark decision ha affec ed bo h he Team s ro ine
and its operational practice.
A significant part favours a conversion of the Team into a legal entity (38% or 19 from 50). Though
no of imminen priori , he changing of he Team s na re has been considered and disc ssed
several times among members. A legal identity would certainly provide additional possibilities for
attracting grants and implementing national or international (EU) funded projects. At the same time, it
would deprive the Team of degrees of freedom to operate and expand in any scientific area without
any bureaucracy or binding frameworks other than the agreements reached among members and the
8

Besides technological innovation, the Team also deals with procedural advances as a main -and equally
significant- driver of parliamentary evolution.
9
See, for instance, our teaser video, https://youtu.be/gKVV1scHzAY, as well as a video message that was
developed in the framework of he Team s social responsibili , https://youtu.be/GrhVPQlvahI
10
Despi e i s c rren form as an e per ne ork, he erm Team
ill con in e o be in se as i is an
inseparable part of the initiative s name ha remains nchanged.
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management board. While a legal form is not off the table, the decision was made to transform the
Team in o an e per ne ork from 2022 on ards. Apar from he abo e re-conceptualisation efforts,
which marked the gradual transition away from standard sud-structures (the groups shown in Figure
1) to a more laissez-faire organisational type, this was also a rebranding effort to indicate the global
outreach and interoperable character of the initiative.
As a research-dri en ini ia i e, he Hellenic OCR Team relies on i s Team s in eres s o gro and
advance scientific research around parliaments. While several members are involved in research
effor s, he s r e pro ided a clear call o follo more personalised research in eres s of members
(36% or 18 from 50). In effect, follow-up discussions with members were conducted, revealing that
he Team s dedica ion to legislatures might not offer the scientific range or depth some members had
hoped for. Among others, it was this survey outcome to increase the personalisation features of the
initiative that sped up the transformation into the expert network, within which ad-hoc groups can be
formed to instantly tackle new research activities or action items that appear in the (scientific)
horizon.
Minor personal opinions that cumulatively attracted for 8% of member opinions incl de more online
ne orking oppor ni ies, follo ac i e opics in he parliamen ar research area (...) on a projec
basis, and ge in ol ed in more f nded research projec s and increase (...) dissemina ion ac i i ies .
These can be linked to various degrees with the above major selections about the Team's future. One
of hose commen s dealing i h ea o r o n dog food projec s a rac ed par ic lar in eres and
sparked a discussion that showed that internal se of he Team s o n prod c s could be, in fact, one
of the reasons for its growth. This is because the Hellenic OCR Team does not simply reproduce
foreign parliamentary research or advocates for third-party tools and services but invents and develops
methods and applications in-house that are applied in its own projects. Hence, if those are good
eno gh for he Team s high s andards ha are cons an l scien ificall scr inised b he
parliamentary community, they can surely meet the expectations of parliamentary scholars and
practitioners that do not have the expertise or the resources to develop their own.

Figure 6. Tendency to transformation.
A 5-point Likert scale was used to capture the members' agreement with the transformation into an
expert network (Question 9B; see Figure 6). Overall, the transformation was backed by members:
72% (27 of 50) highly or fully agree with it. The rest 24% (12 of 50), represent a moderate position,
and only 2 members are rather cautious (2: little agreement).
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4. Conclusions and outlook
This article presented and discussed the evolution, growth, and possible future steps of the
volunteering initiative called the Hellenic OCR team. Empirical evidence was drawn from a survey of
he en ire pop la ion of he ini ia i e (N=50) a he momen of he s d s s bmission. Anal sis of he
pertinent literature proves the unique character of the initiative compared to other types of
crowdsourcing activities. This can be particularly attributed to a triplet of characteristics that are
no here else o be fo nd: i s ol n eering na re, he members raining, and i s permanen charac er.
F r hermore, he Team s geographic, disciplinary, and sectoral diversity is reflected in its research
efforts and ongoing projects, which is evident in its scientific publications.
Scientific research is pushed through academic (participation in publications and conferences) and
personal incentives (strengthening of CV, building-up of know-how, advancement of computer
programming skills, and more). From January 2022, the initiative moved away from a rigid
organisational scheme in favour of an expert network with ad-hoc project management and
implementation features. During the pandemic, a clear shift to more technical matters in parliamentary
research such as AI and digital platforms for the parliamentary workspace, could be observed - a trend
that is expected to continue. The new form of the initiative, together with the accumulated advanced
technical expertise of the members, enable he f r her de elopmen of he Team s landmark projec s,
such as the flexible platform for the parliamentary workspace that integrates existing and novel digital
solutions through an agent-oriented approach based on Enterprise Integration Patterns (Hohpe and
Woolf, 2004; Leventis et al., 2021). This is the precursor for the building of an ecosystem of apps and
services with the potential to advance interoperability (Fitsilis and Kalogirou, 2021) and strengthen
the position of representative organisations such as parliaments in any given inter-institutional
environment.
In addition, the aforementioned digital platform will boost parliamentary data analytics by
implementing dedicated modules for specific needs and configurations. For instance, we are expecting
new large-scale language models like GPT-3 (Brown et. al., 2020) and open-source multilingual
initiatives like BLOOM, to introduce innovative applications in the parliamentary document
management cycle, including efficient multilingual text summarization, data-intensive decisionmaking support, real-time public engagement in open consultation platforms, etc.
Concluding, the Hellenic OCR Team is a unique volunteer-based crowdsourcing initiative in Greece
that leads the way in Parliamentary innovation. It will continue to evolve and expand its members
base with an approximate rate of 10 members per year. The profile of its members is highly
interdisciplinary and multinational. All engaged members are highly motivated either due to highimpact research conducted in the Team or due to unique social networking opportunities offered by
the multiversity of the developed network. New opportunities arise through the transformation of the
Team into an E per s ne ork. This ransforma ion seems to be the optimal strategy for the
development of this initiative since it maintains the flexibility of an international interdisciplinary
scientific crowdsourcing team and further enhances its professional dimensions since it creates a pool
of experts that can dynamically form task forces and engage in complex projects that require unique
specializations. Furthermore, its transformation into an expert network has lowered the management
board's administrative burden, which can now handle strategic development and scientific tasks more
efficiently.
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Yet, in a globalised world with interconnected parliaments and International Parliamentary Initiatives
(IPIs), one initiative, however innovative and far-reaching, is unlikely able to make the difference.
The authors believe that true advancements can only originate through extensive cooperation and
collaboration schemes. Therefore, team members are linked with the Centre for Innovation in
Parliament11 and actively participate in IPEN and the Inter Pares project.12
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Appendix – Questionnaire
ID

Question

Note

1

Member s name

[text input]

2

Gender

Options: male-female-prefer not to say

3

Country of Residence

[list of countries]

4

Your scientific background

Multiple choices possible;
options: legal/engineering-information
science-economics-political sciencephilology/linguistics-other[text input]

5

Working sector

Options: public sector-private sectoracademia-international organisation/NGO other[text input]

6

How much time do you (intend to) invest in
the Hellenic OCR Team?

Options: less than 1 hour per week - 2-4hours
per week - 4-8 hours per week - more than 8
hours per week

7

Why did you join the Hellenic OCR Team?

Multiple choices possible; options:
networking-to acquire technical knowhow-to
join a scientific community-because of the
interesting research topics-to add value to my
CV-to strengthen my scientific backgroundother [text input]

8A

What are your research/activity plans within
the team till the end of the year?

Multiple choices possible;
options: work on a paper-conference
presentation-participation in sub-group
activities-participation in a research projectOCR of parliamentary texts-data and text
analytics-other [text input]

8B

Specify your above options

[text input]

9A

How can the Hellenic OCR Team become
even better in the future?

Multiple choices possible;
options: change research focus-convert into a
more solid legal entity-follow more
personalised researests of members-become
publicly more visible-further expand its
member base

9B

Do o agree i h he eam s ransformation
into an expert network?

Options: 1-5; rating: 1 - not at all; 2 - little; 3
- moderate; 4 - highly; 5 - fully
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